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Towards the end of 2014, Tempest Technology Corporation unveiled its new line-up of SHADOWTM brand Smoke Machines: The 
SHADOWTM Dusk, Nightfall and Blackout.

Boasting updated designs and numerous new features, the new trio replaces and expands upon Tempest’s previous line of smoke machines, 
which have been serving the fire industry for nearly a decade. Equipped to fulfill a wide range of needs and uses, the Dusk, Nightfall and 
Blackout are unique from one another in both features and performance. 

“Our new line of SHADOWTM smoke machines elevate functionality, performance and ease of use to new levels, allowing them to serve 
in a full range of training simulations, from small to extremely large output needs,” notes Johan Gidstedt, President of Tempest. “Some 
of our new exclusive features, such as the built-in air cleaning system, makes the SHADOWTM line arguably the most convenient to care 
for and maintain as well.”

The SHADOWTM Dusk replaces Tempest’s previous Shadow smoke machine, and is built for high smoke output while still being the most 
economical in the line-up. The Nightfall, which replaces its predecessor, the Shadow 1, is designed to provide the perfect balance in high 
performance, cost and additional features. The Blackout is an all new addition in itself and delivers the highest smoke output of the three, 
perfect for large scale training and simulation needs. Both the Nightfall and Blackout come equipped with Tempest’s exclusive air-input 
connection to allow rapid cleaning via bottled air after every use.

For more information on the new SHADOWTM Smoke Machines, or any of Tempest Technology Corp.’s products and service, you can 
visit their website at www.tempest.us.com or reach them at 800.346.2143 or response@tempest.us.com.
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